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Presentation of the applicant 

1. Given names and family name 

Bogumił Ostrowski 

2. Diplomas and scientific degrees: names of education institutions, dates and title of doctor’s 

thesis 

1988 Master’s degree in Russian philology  

          Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Faculty of Humanities. 

1998 Doctor’s degree in humanistic sciences, specialization: linguistics – Slavic linguistics 

          The Institute of Slavic Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences (PAS), Warsaw. 

Title of doctor’s thesis: The history of East Slavic adjectives derived from nouns in *-ĭ-. 

3. Information on employment in scientific organizations 

From October 1
st
, 1988 to September 31

st
, 2009 I was employed in the Department of Proto-Slavic 

Language at the Institute of Slavic Studies, Polish Academy of Sciences in Krakow. 

Since October 1
st
, 2009 I have been employed in the Department of Linguistic Geography at the 

Institute of Polish Language, Polish Academy of Sciences in Krakow. 

4. Description of scientific achievement according to article 16 clause 2 of the act dated March 

14 2003 on scientific degrees and scientific title and degrees and title in arts (Journal of Laws no 

65, item 595 with amendments) 

a) title of scientific achievement 

“Białoruskie gwary Grodzieńszczyzny. Wybrane zagadnienia” 

b) author/authors, title/titles of publication, year of publication, name of publisher 

Bogumił Ostrowski, Białoruskie gwary Grodzieńszczyzny. Wybrane zagadnienia, Prace IJP PAN 140, 

wydawnictwo Fall, Kraków 2013. 

c) discussion of the scientific/artistic aim in above work/works and the results achieved with a 

discussion of their possible use 

The book Białoruskie gwary Grodzieńszczyzny. Wybrane zagadnienia [Belarusian dialects of 

Grodno Region. Selected issues] consists of two independent sections. The main object of the research 

undertaken in the study of language is Belarusian dialect of the area around Grodno. 

The analytical chapters are preceded by an outline of the history of Grodno and the Grodno land.  

 There are widely discussed the specific features of Grodno dialects, compared to other ones of 

Belarus. A very special attention is devoted not only to the discussion of dialect, but also to dialectical 

and regional sources of Grodno dictionaries as a basis for the selection of linguistic material in the 

analytical chapters. 

  Due to diversity of the issues raised in the work and the multidimensional nature of language 

the author used a variety of methods in his research. This applies to the presentation of the material in 

the following sections and subsections, as well as specific lexical analysis (historical and comparative 

aspect, recognising achievements of etymology and ethnolinguistics). 
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 I. The first part of the work concerns the lexis of Polish provenance. As much as possible there 

was made an attempt to determine the time the lexis was adopted. It is shown by reference to relevant 

historical and dialectical dictionaries, as well as to indicate the presence (or absence) in other 

Belarusian dialects and the literary language. This procedure was useful in determining the 

geographical ranges of particular words, also derivates resulting longer in their home Belarusian 

ground, although based on a phonetic basis for indicated Polish roots (e.g., wilg- > вільг- ‘humidity, 

wet’). These observations let the author establish that some of the derivational bases of Polish origins 

are used more often in Grodno dialects than in other Belarusian ones 

 The author’s attention was particularly focused on the documentation and description of 

different and following historical periods in the subsequent development of the Belarusian language 

and dialects of Grodno, as well as the ways to adapt the most important types of loanwords from 

Polish language: 

 • Words with Polish orthographical [ó] (the spell called [o] hatched’; in Old Polish language: 

vowel-narrowing [o]; (vowel articulated in such a position that the speech-organs form a narrower 

passage than in the basic articulation of the vowel), e.g., ружóвы < różowy ‘pink’, скура < skóra 

‘skin’, здруй and здрой (здрaй) ‘source’. 

  • Words of Polish orthographical [rz] (in Old Polish language [r’]), e.g., жандовы < rządowy 

‘government’, пш рва < przerwa ‘break, interval’, равар ст < rowerzysta ‘cyclist’, рóндзіць < 

rządzić ‘rule’. 

 • Words with Polish nasal vowel in etymon, e.g., гн мбіць < gnębić ‘oppress, harass’, зéмбіць 

< ziębić ‘chill, cause cold’, б нцнуць < bęcnąć ‘hit’, д нтка < dętka ‘air chamber, tube, bladder’, 

м нка < męka ‘torment’, мóндры < mądry ‘wise’, etc. 

 •Words with the Polish development of the Proto-Slavonic *TărT, *TelT *TălT groups, e.g., 

агрóднік < ogrodnik ‘gardener’, прóца < proca ‘slingshot’ and млячáрка (Polish mleczarnia) ‘dairy / 

milk plant’. 

 • Words with Polish implementation of the Proto-Slavonic sonorant [sonants], e.g., клусты 

(Pol. dial. kłusty, Pol. standart language tłusty) ‘fat’, слóнко < słonko ‘sun’, слуп < słup ‘pylone; stone’ 

and в длужыць ‘manage to pay off the debt’ (Pol. dług ‘debt, arrear’).  

 • Words with a group of consonants dl, tl. This is a lexical-structural and phonetical type of 

loanwords, e.g., кавадла < kowadło ‘anvil’, шыдла < szydło ‘awl’. Today suffix -дл- gained the status 

of indigenous one, which is used in the derivation of nouns (cf. прасавíдла ‘iron’, касавíдла ‘handle, 

stick of scythe’, грабíдла ‘stick of rake’. 

 • Words of suf. -isko (in opposition to the standard Belarusian -išče) – the example of 

structural adaptation. In the work there are discussed specific names of places describing ‘field’, a 

place of the agricultural land, e.g., аўс ніска ‘a field, where you grew oats’, бульбянíско ‘a field, 

where you grew potatoes’. A separate group consists of augmentatives, e.g., хлапч ско ‘bad boy’ 

(Pol. chłopczysko), дзяцíска ‘naughty child’ (Pol. dziecisko, pl. dzieciska), насíско ‘very big nose’ 

(Pol. nosisko), etc. 

 

 II. In the second part of the dissertation the author discusses in details the meteorological 

vocabulary of Grodno and the areas of Grodno. In the description of the issues and presentation of 

each word in specific lexical-semantic [semasiological] groups (and subgroups) the author tries to 

outline the Common Slavonic, etymological, and ethnolinguistic background. 

 The rich lexical material is presented in the following order: 

 1. WEATHER (надвóр’е, надвóрка, пагóда [P-Sl. *pogoda]; also compare: P-Sl. *vedro n. 

‘nice weather’ : *vedrъ adj. ‘clear’: good (sunny) weather (добра; слонечная, сонечная, ясная 

‘clear (serene, cheerful’) / bad weather (непагадзь, нягода; азыра; пагода: благáя, дрэнная, 

кéпская, нядóбра). Cold (халóдніца, халадзíшчо, хóладна adv. [P-Sl. *chold- ‘cold’]; дýбар, 

дубар ча [P-Sl. *d bъ ‘oak, tree’, fig. *d b- (vb. *d běti ‘stiffen, freeze’, etc.)]. 

 2. CLOUDY WEATHER ([па]хмурная пагода [надвор’е]). Names of clouds (хмáра) [P-Sl. 

*chmara; *chmura, *smura]: thick/dense [дажджавая хмáра; дзяды, чата) and light clouds 
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([в]óблак m. : [в]óблакa n. [P-Sl. *ob/volk-] ; хмáркі, сухмáркі, пузыркí; светлыя, ясныя, 

разарвістыя хмары [хмаркі]). 

 3. FALL / PRECIPITATION (also known as one of the classes of hydrometeors, which are 

atmospheric water phenomena) is any product of the condensation of atmospheric water, vapour that 

falls under gravity (атмасферныя ападкі):  

▪ Rain (дождж (дошч) [P-Sl. *dъždžь (*dъzdjь)]; дан): fleeting (пралётны, пяралётны налётны 

прайсцёвы пярахóдны перарыўны, etc.), heavy rain (лíвень, лéя, улíва, ведрáнец, etc.), long-term 

fall (аблóжны, зацяжны, дóўгі, палíўны etc.); ▪ Rainy season (дажджэвіца, мократá, слатá 

[P-Sl. *slota], плюта, плюханíна, брызгóта, рэсквась); Rapid precipitation / storm, tempest 

(навальніца, бура [P-Sl. *bur’a]); ▪ Names of fall with the other motivation (вóрыўнік, сявéц, 

грыбавíк дóсветнік); ▪ Verbal determine of rainfall (дожд ідзé(ць) [P-Sl. *dъždžь idetь], пáдае 

[пáдаіць], ліé [P-SL. *lьjati : *liti ‘pour’] and over local verbs: дзяжыць, псярыць, сабанíць, 

задажджылася. 

▪ Atmospheric phenomena accompanying rainfall /or occurring usually during rainfall: 

▪ Rainbow: вясёлка, весялуха [P-Sl. root *vesel- ‘cheerful, joyful’ < PIE * es- ‘good’], 

радуга [P-Sl. *ra/d ga – vide: *d ga ‘arc, arch; rainbow’ or *rad- ga – root *rad- ‘glad, 

happy’ + suf. -* ga / -*uga], рáдуніца; смок, т нч(а) < Pol. tęcza [< P-Sl. *t  < *t kja 

‘rain or hail cloud’];  

▪ Thunderbold: пярýн [P-Sl. *perunъ);  

▪ Thunderclap: гром [P-Sl. *gromъ]; vb. грумéць [P-Sl. grьměti ‘thunder, rumble’]; ▪ Thunder 

[is the sound caused by lightning]: грымóты pl. [P-Sl. grьmotъ]; 

▪ Lightning: малáнка [P-Sl. *m ni (optionally *mъldnī), блíскавіца : бл скавіца [P-Sl. 

*blisk- ‘lightning’ : *blьsk- ditto, ‘brightness’ (here also: *blěskъ ditto; ‘shine’) and verbs: 

*bliskati, *blistati, *bliscati : *blьščati ‘shine; sparkle’].  

▪ Drizzle: мáрáсь марóша [E-Sl. *mor/chъ : *moršь], мжа [P-Sl. *mьža ‘doze, drizzle; said about 

sth. that vanished rapidly’ : *mьžiti ‘drizzle’], сéйва, but also (і)мглá, мыглá, міглá, маглá, etc.;  

▪ Fog (mist, haze): (і)мглá, мыглá, міглá, маглá [P-Sl. *mьgla; *mьga ‘mist, haze’], зэс, туман (< 

Turk. languages tuman); 

▪ Hail: град [< P-Sl. *gradъ ‘a form of solid precipitation, it consists of balls or irregular lumps of 

ice’];  

▪ Snow: Hypernym снег [< P-Sl. *sněgъ ‘precipitation in the form of flakes of crystalline water ice 

that fall from clouds’]; hyponyms: набой, іскрамёт, каляднік, веснавік, сенечнік, халепа : шалёпа 

[< P-Sl. *ch(a)lěpa : *šalěpa] : няхвіля ‘sleet [rain and snow mixed; snow that partially melts as it 

falls]’, etc.;  

▪ Hoarfrost / Rime: iнь (: гiнь, вiнь), iней (: iняй), вiняй m. and also іня (йіня, віня, гíня), йіняя f. [< 

P-Sl. *jьnь(jь) m. : *jьnьja f. ], шаць (< Pol. szadź [W-Sl. *šadъ; E-Sl./S-Sl. sědъ < P-Sl. *chědъ < 

*cho d- ‘gray, off-white’]; шарóн (< Pol. szron [P-Sl. *sernъ primarily adj. ‘whitish; hoary < dark, 

dusky’]); беляк [P-Sl. root *běl- ‘white’] and local noun шална. 

▪ Dew: роса [P-Sl. *rosa ‘water in the form of droplets that appears on thin, exposed objects in the 

morning or evening’ : PIE *ros- ‘stream, flow’]. 

4. Blizzard / Snowstorm: мяцéль [P-Sl. *metělь], мяцéліца, мятлюга; за/вéй(к)а [root *vě- 

> *vějati ‘blow’], круча [P-Sl. root *kr t-, vb. *kr titi ‘turn, twist, twirl’), завіруха [P-Sl. *vьrěti 

‘boil’, *věrteti (*vьrtěti ‘turn’]; кудаса (? < Lith. kũdas ‘weak, frail’), пульга (пурга : фурга) < Fin. 

purku ‘blizzard’. 

5. Meltdown: адлíга [P-Sl. root *lьg- ‘light, easy’; possibly Lith. àtlygà, àtlėga], óдвільж < 

Pol. odwilż, слякоть ‘sleet’; халепа : шалёпа (see above). 

6. Flood – including reasons: a) inundation during the spring thaw: раз/вод- (разводздзя, 

разводка etc.), по/вод- (паводдзе, павóдзіца etc.);  b) heavy or prolonged rainfall: патоп, 

наводнення, разліў, залíў : залева; палайнічá (< Lith. pãlios ‘swamp, marsh’). 

7. Heat: гарачэча : гарачыня [P-Sl. root *gor- ‘burn’]; упал [P-Sl. root *pāl- (*paliti ‘burn, 

singe’; noun *polmy ‘flam’]; спéка (спёка), спякóта, etc. [P-Sl. root *pek-  ‘bake’]; прыпарка, 

паркасць [P-Sl. root *par- ‘scorch’ : noun *para ‘steam’]; духата [P-Sl. *duch- ‘breath, air; smell 
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(frowst) : *dychati ‘breathe’] / Drought: суша : суш f. [P-Sl, *suša < *such-ja : *such- : *sušiti ‘dry’ : 

*sъchn ti ‘dry, wither’], etc.. 

8. Wind: Hypernym вецер [P-Sl. *větrъ ‘wind’ : *vějati ‘blow (of wind), winnow’], 

Augmentatives: вятр/ыско, вятр/эча, ветр/авíца; taking into account the direction of the division 

[eg сéвер : сíберны ‘north wind’; грэга ‘strong eastern wind’] and the force of air movement [буй, 

крутовей ‘strong wind’]. A special position in the nomenclature of the wind takes вíхар : віхóр [P-Sl. 

*vichъrъ ‘whirlwind’, PIE root * ē -s- ‘twist’]. The other names of wind with different motivation: 

венічнік ‘whirlwind’ [P-Sl. *vě/nъ < root * ē  ‘twist’], ветровал [P-Sl. *větr- + *val- ‘overthrow’], 

лістабой [P-Sl. *listъ ‘leaf’ + *bojь :*biti ‘battle, fight’]; ліставей [*listъ ‘leaf’ + *věj- ‘blow (of 

wind), winnow’], верхавік [P-Sl. root *v chъ (< *vĭrs-ŭ-s ‘top, upper part’) and сухавік ‘dry wind’ 

[P-Sl. root *suchъ (<*sa s-) ‘dry’].  

9. Frost: Hypernym марóз [P-Sl. *morzъ ‘air temperature below freezing point; ice which 

forms on the ground during cold nights’], Augmentatives: маразíско, маразя нка; Deminutives: 

пшымаразячак. The examples of names of frost with the other motivation: трыскýць f. ‘strong (< 

biting) frost’ (< partic. *trěsk t’ь : vb. *trěskati ‘crak’), зíмнік ‘strog frost’ (< adi. зíмны ‘cold’) and 

падзíмак, прызíмак, свяжáк ‘first frost’ (P-Sl. *svěžь ‘recent, fresh’ < ‘pure’), рáнішнік ‘spring 

frost’ (P-Sl. adi. *ranъ ‘morning, matutinal’ < ‘early’).  

10. Ice: Hypernym лёд [< P-Sl. *ledъ ‘water frozen into a solid state’]; hyponyms: 

прыберажань m., шроні (see above: Hoarfrost / Rime).  

11. Glazed frost ‘a glassy coating of ice, typically caused by rain freezing on impact’: 

слізгота : слізгавіца [P-Sl. root *s(k) - / *sliz- ‘slimy, slippery’], галалёд [P-Sl. *gololedъ : 

*gololedь – attributive compound: *golъ ‘naked’; P-Sl. *golotь f. ‘thin layer of ice’ – Derksen 2008: 

175], облівака [P-Sl. root *li-: *liti : *lьjati ‘pour’].  

12. Gruda – frozen ground (‘ice-covered ground’): грудá ‘lump; earth with frozen lumps’ 

[P-Sl. *gr da, *gr dъ, *gruda : *grudъ ‘heap, lamp’ – Derksen 2008: 192-193], дзíрны ‘frozen mud’ 

and дрáча [P-Sl. root *dьrati ‘tear, flay’ : *derti ‘tear’], (х)рáпа [P-Sl. *chrapa ‘earth with frozen 

lumps; bampy ride, road’, галашчóка ‘frozen ground’ – attributive compound: *golъ ‘naked’ and 

*ščeka ‘jow, mandible’ < primarily: ‘the lower part of the face’; Old Norse skogg ‘chin; cusp, pike’, 

skagi m. ‘headland, cape’) and local term пар нча of uncertain etymology.  

13. Verbs mining ‘to be cold’ / ‘freeze’ / ‘freeze over (river)’: зéмбіць (< Pol. ziębić) / 

зябіцца [P-Sl. *zęti (<*zęb-ti) ‘freeze, be very cold’; ‘suffer from cold, freeze’ : *zębn ti ‘suffer from 

cold’] and local verbs: шэрхнуць ‘freeze over (river)’; derivatives of nouns: шэрань : шэрх- (шэрош), 

скляпіцца (Pol. sklepić się ‘freeze’), заскарупець, сцінаць ‘cover with a layer of ice; freeze’. 

 The second chapter of the book „Białoruskie gwary Grodzieńszczyzny. Wybrane zagadnienia” 

discussed above is a clear evidence of Grodno umbilical ties between the meteorological vocabulary 

and the oldest layer of the Proto - Slavic and even Indo-European lexis. 

 The book is becoming not only a part of research associated with the history of a certain 

Belarussian dialect but also linguistic-cultural issues of Polish – Belarussian linguistic borderland 

(especially the Polish influence on the language around Grodno). 

 The second part of the monograph „Grodzieńska terminologia meteorologiczna” is 

supplementing the gap of one of branches of Slavic lexicology. 

The material analysed here can constitute a starting point to further, more distant comparative, 

historical-linguistic and etymological research. 

Some etymological explanations suggested by me were noticed and used by the authors of 

Etymological Dictionary of Belarussian Language – volume 12. 

The study will be of interest not only to dialectologists, lexicologists, ethnolinguists, etymologists, but 

also to some extent – researchers dealing with issues of the linguistic borderland. 
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5. Other research and scientific achievements 

a) lexicography 

One of my chief interests is historical and comparative lexicography. As a member of Pracownia 

Języka Prasłowiańskiego I took part in working up entries in following volumes of Słownik 

Prasłowiański – vol. 7 and 8 (edited by F. Sławski). They appeared in print appropriately in years 1995 

and 2001. My dictionary entries edited to the two next volumes are waiting at present for press. 

 

b) articles concerning issues of the Proto-Slavic language ( etymology, inflection, phonetics) and 

semantic evolution in Slavonic languages 

I devoted anywhere from ten to twenty articles and semantic studies (compare positions Nº. 3, 6, 13, 

14, 19, 27, 30, 31, 33 in the bibliography) concerning semantic evolution of specific groups of the 

Proto – Slavic lexis (not seldom they have wider Indo-European background). 

Apart from etymological analysis of certain Proto- Slavic roots (for example*stręp-, *svęt-, *rod-). 

I also dealt with issues of Proto-Slavic declensional system – especially with nouns genetically 

connected with the former paradigm *-ĭ-thematic (compare its pos. 7 in the bibliography). 

Recently there was published my article Rhotacism. Reflections on the konsonant [r] in various Slavic 

languages in Inter – linguistic comparison. The article offers a summary of existing research in 

linguistics, based on the phenomenon of rhotacism with the narrower sense ([s] > [r]) as well as with 

its wider context, supported with an overview of the achievements and test results in speech therapy 

and medicine. The examples of rhotacism are selected on a cross-linguistic basis considering Indo-

European languages such as classical Latin and some Romance languages as well as non-IE languages 

such as Turkish. In addition, other more or less closely related phenomena such as dissimilation of 

liquids are taken into account.  

 

c) Polish – Belarussian borderland (certain issues) 

The participation in conferences devoted to the issues of multilingualism and multiculturalism in the 

Grand Duchy of Lithuania resulted with series of articles respecting the ones of Belarussian language, 

for example authentic and alleged archaisms of Mohylew region. (pos. Nº. 10, 16). 

My scientific research as well as interests are focused on widely understood the area of Grodno. 

In the course of over ten years there came into existance articles discussing issues of the adaptation of 

Polish words and phrases used in foreign languages in Grodno local dialects (Nº. 8, 9, 17, 28) and 

series of articles and lexical sketches devoted to: meteorological (Nº. 11, 20, 21, 26), temporal issues 

(Nº. 33), culture and customs of Grodno people (Nº.12). In some of them I undertook the attempt to 

define etymological explanations of the dialectal Grodno expressions (Nº. 13, 14). 

I reviewed Słownik Frazeologiczny Białorusko – Polski written by A. Aksamitow and M. Czurak (Nº. 

15 in bibliography). 

 

d) Slavic meteorological lexis 

The analysis of meteorological lexis of Grodno made me aware of the need for the wider look at this 

issue. 

Thanks to it I also devoted the part of linguistic studies to semantic changes in Proto- Slavic and 

Balto- Slavic meteorological lexis (Nº. 13, 31, 32). 
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e) derivation of adjectives 

The issue of the derivation of adjectives permanently became the essential part of my linguistic 

interests. They were initiated by my master’s thesis „Dzieje rosyjskich i polskich formacji 

przymiotnikowych z finalem -owity/ -овитый”. The part of material was used in the later article – (Nº. 

4), and next „Dzieje wschodniosłowiańskich przymiotników derywowanych od rzeczowników na -*ĭ- ” 

(doctor’s thesis). Several of my separate publications are devoted to some of these types (Nº. 19, 24).  

My special attention has still been drawn by derivation of adjectives (to some extent the nouns 

determining names of residents) taken from geographical names in Polish and Russian. 

My observations, remarks and demands (concerning the usual and normative forms of adjectives and 

nouns describing names of inhabitants) are included in a few articles and conference notifications (pos. 

Nº. 22, 23, 24). 

 

f) dialectology 

In a few articles (Nº. 1, 2, 27) devoted to etymology and the history of Polish linguistic variants (e.g. 

plośna, sigać, laskopy). I am intending to establish their connection with a native linguistic area. 

 

g) linguistic geography  

Since 2009 I have been participating at works on two international projects: Ogólnosłowiański atlas 

językowy (OLA) oraz Atlas Językowy Europy (ALE). The linguistic materials for OLA are drawn from 

all of the Slavic languages, while in the case of ALE they are derived from 51 European languages. 

The process of compiling a linguistic map requires great expertise in the etymology, historical and 

comparative grammar of languages as well as in the use of graphical programs prepared specifically 

for this purpose. My work on OLA and ALE also involves closely collaborating with national 

committees in individual countries.  

After the technical and scientific preparation of 10 maps (possessive *mojь and other grammatical 

forms). I am drawing them up at present under the graphical angle. 

 

h) science popularization 

 – As a member of Towarzystwo Miłośników Języka Polskiego (13 IX 2001, Cracow, Polish 

Academy of Arts and Sciences). I gave the lecture O wpływie polszczyzny na gwary grodzieńskie.  

 – I repeatedly conducted workshops for students from friendly colleges (for example: Polish 

studies of the Świętokrzyska Academy in Kielce, the Silesian University in Katowice, the Jagiellonian 

University in Cracow) to the subject of Proto- Slavic (homelands) and of more late history of Slavs. I 

explained the fundamental principles of preparing passwords in Słownik Prasłowiański as well as I 

acquainted them with the rich library of the Department of Proto-Slavic Lanuage. 

 – In response to the appeal of the vice-chairman of Polish Academy of Sciences in Cracow – 

Jan Strelau [according to the letter on  29 October 2003 addressed to Principals, Researchers and PhD 

students from institutions of Polish Academy of Sciences – VPJS/134 /2003]. According to it, 

following the action AKADEMIA SZKOŁY Z KLASĄ I conducted workshops for pupils of the Junior 

Secondary School No 42 in Cracow (4
th
 Dec. 2003) to the mentioned above subjects. 

 – In frames of the celebration of the 13
th
 Festival of Science in Cracow (15

th
 May 2013) I took 

part in linguistic workshops organised for persons from outside the linguistic circle. Along with PhD 

Przemysław Dębowiak we explained what the linguistic geography was dealing with and next, the 

way of creating maps and linguistic atlases. 

[link: https://www.ijp-pan.krakow.pl/pl/aktualnosci/382-obchody-festiwalu-nauki-w-instytucie-

jezyka-polskiego-pan] 

 




